
Counseling & co Available in Luxembourg & English speaking:  
 

Eating Disorder  
 OA Overeaters Anonymous: SELBSTHILFEGRUPPE , part of AA check if & when English 

speaking meeting  

 Contact Marie-Paule Colling 

 100, rue de Holerich, Luxembourg-city, phone: (352) 54 00 84 

 British psychologist offers Analytical Gestalt Therapy and Eating Disorders Counseling  

 Evenings or we 

 Contact: gestalted2@yahoo.co.uk 

 “Action Familliale et Populaire AFP” proposes a list of English speaking psychologists, cf. 

attachment. One can all in advance and see if on this list some of these psychologists are 

registered specialized in certain issues (rape/eating disorder…) 

 Psychologist Nadège Feutschel, leads individual talks  and/or group therapy 

 3, rue du cure, L-1368 Luxembourg, phone (352) 46 00 04 

Rape 
 “Protection civile” has a “unite spéciale: Support Psychologique” for rape victims. Call 112 and 

leave data, they will contact you. 

 

 "Femme en détresse» offers a special “Berodungszentrum” for rape victims,  

phone: (352) 49 08 77 

 

 Psychological counseling suggested by WFS : (Wunneraum fir Studenten= Student housing 

association, now integral part of University of Luxembourg) 

Burkhard Schackmann, Carmen Soisson, Benedikt Schweigstill, phone: 40 37 17 

 

 Legal assistance proposed by WFS:  

Service “Accès au Droit: of the “Centre de Médiation », phone : 26 29 32 50 

 

 “Action Familliale et Populaire AFP” proposes a list of English speaking psychologists, cf. 

attachment. One can all in advance and see if on this list some of these psychologists are 

registered specialized in certain issues (rape/eating disorder…) 

 Psychologist Nadège Feutschel, leads individual talks  and/or group therapy 

 3, rue du cure, L-1368 Luxembourg, phone (352) 46 00 04 

 

 Aidsberodeung, phone: 40 62 51 

 

 Planning Familliale, phone: 48 59 76 

 

  

Counseling 
 Wayne D. Pettit –psychologist offers English speaking counseling & assistance, announced I n”The 

Grapewine” the American woman’s club monthly magazine, geared towards an international /English 

speaking population, announcement reads: 

 Increase your motivation, performance, sense of self 

 Reduce your stress, anxiety and depression 

 In-office consultations & house calls in English, French & Lux  

 3, rue des Jardins, L-3324 Bivange, phone: (352) 26 78 44 27 email: wdpetit@pt.lu 

 
 

 

mailto:gestalted2@yahoo.co.uk
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 Catherine Bennett, psychologist counselor (BSc. Psych., BPS) announces also in The Grapewine:  

 I offer an ethical confidential and professional therapeutic relationship, dealing with 

issues that get in the way of a positive way or living or working.  

 Depression-Anxiety-Phobias-Relationship Problems-Abuse-Stress 

 Phone: (352) 26 33 23 50, webpage: www.counseling.lu 

 ATTENTION: in Heisdorf 

 

 Joan Lyon, diploma in Counseling at University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland & adheres to the 

British Association of Counselling Code of Ethics,  is offering person centered counseling in English. 

Also announces in The Grapewine. 

 phone: (352) 26 68 38 03 

 

 Dany Redington, proposed by Joan Lyons 

 US citizen -> native English speaking 

 phone: (352) 27 03 35 01 

 80 euro/hour, initial session 2 hours 

 ATTENTION: in Bridel, with bus stop close by 

 

 Robert L. Blake III, dipl psych. Psychotherapist & REBT specialist, announced 352 magazine 

summer 2007, send detailed material when I called for info Feb 08 

 Native Englisg speakingt & German  

 Mobile 691 29 01 70 

 25, bvd Prince Henri, Luxembourg city 

 85 euro/session (50 min)  

 

 Miles Shirley, MA in Counseling & Psychotherapy London, announced in the 352 Magazine, weekly 

English magazine geared to wards international/English speaking crowd. Announcement reads: 

 Feeling stressed, anxious, depressed ?Finding difficult to cope ?Need someone to talk 

to? 

 Confidential, one to one service, flexible availability, no charge for initial consultation 

 in Luxembourg-city, phone: 091 815 621, email: mshirley@pt.lu 

 

 Dr, Michels André, psychiatrist, recommended by Dr. Alexander Krieps , long time friend and 

generalist of MUDEC in Luxembourg city.  

 55,Ave Liberté, Luxembourg city,  phone (352) 49 27 17 , English speaking 

 

 Helen Swallow, therapist. 

 34, Rue Jean l’Aveugle, Luxembourg –city,  

 phone: (352) 78 83 50 

 Mobile : (352) 621 260 988 

 Native English speaking 

 30 euro/session (50 min)  

 

 Dr. Joseph Catafago, psychiatrist, phone : (352) 46 23 32 

 Juliette Moussa, MSC, via US Embassy-Stefania Sakiotis  
 American Psychologist practicing Cognitive Behavior Therapy(CBT)  

 English & Spanish speaking 

 Degrees from Canada & UK, recognized by Lux Min & registered with Societe 

Luxembourgeoise de Psychologie ( SLP)  

 Phone: (+352) 621 664 049 

http://www.counseling.lu/
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